Jimmy page wiring harness

I customized my Number Two Les Paul, which again is a real old vintage one too. But the reality
of it was the thing that I found most important to me was the fact that you can reverse the phase
on these. By reversing the phase you get a close approximation of the sound that Peter Green
would get, and certainly B. He chose this single mod to carry over to Number One. We've done
most of the work for you so it's easy to install in your guitar. And it works with any pickup,
including models with vintage braided leads. You do not need a four-conductor pickup! We
build these with your choice of drifted Black Beauties shown or lates mylar or PIO paper in oil
Bumblebees. Typically, the Black Beauties are chosen for Les Paul Classics for their vibe and
the Bees are selected for Les Paul Traditionals and other models since they have more of a '59
feel. The PIO caps cost more to source, so they're considered an upgrade over mylar, though
both are vintage correct. PIO is easy to identify by the small tube on one end that was used to
add the oil during manufacturing see photos. We install a lower value cap. By selecting the neck
pickup and rolling the tone knob all the way off, you can quickly dial in with this harness. Please
make your capacitor selection from the menu at the top of this description. We offer them in
your choice of long- or short-shaft pots. They will also fit Historic reissues. Please make your
selection from the menu at the top of this description. Close menu. Info See More Close Cart.
Your cart. Close Cart. Wiring diagram included. Made in USA. Menu Shop Contact. Contact Us Ut enim ad minima veniam, quis nostrum exercitationem ullam corporis suscipit laboriosam,
nisi ut aliquid ex ea commodi consequatur? Sample Company, Inc. Big Leg Circuits wiring
harnesses are the only truly plug and play harnesses available. You will not need any tools or
special skills to install this, just plug it in. This wiring mod, popularized by the great Jimmy
Page, gives your Les Paul or SG style guitar a multitude of new tones not available with the
stock wiring including the normal 3-way humbucker switching, strat-like single coil tones, out of
phase tones, and the huge sounding broadbucker tone. Push-pull potentiometers make this
switching possible without the need of drilling any new holes in your guitar. Now your knobs
will each have a dual function; adjusting volume or tone when twisted and providing switching
options when pushed or pulled. Installation process takes about 20 minutes. Simply insert your
pickup wires into the screw terminals, tighten the screws with the included screwdriver and
plug the volume control, tone controls, pickup toggle switch and jack into the main circuit
board. Only the highest quality parts were used here, Switchcraft toggle and jack and Bournes
Pro Audio Guitar Series potentiometers. I thank you very much Steve for the kit. The YouTube
Tutorial helped out a lot. Thanks again. Big Leg Circuits has the best solderless systems out
there, period. Very easy to install. Only task was enlarging the holes on my pot holes in the
guitar, but everything else is smooth sailing. You def notice the difference in your controls
having more effect compared to the stock pots. Just purchased a 2nd set for my other LP and
looking forward to the process once again. Excellent product, well made, high quality parts,
thorough instructions. Easy to install if you take your time and is well worth it. I installed it in
my Les Paul along with a set of Pearly Gates pickups and the combination sounds amazing. I
was a bit skeptical at first. The first set up I bought was awesome. Easy installation, quality
parts and the improved sound range of the guitar is amazing. I ended up loving it and
purchased a second one. I would highly recommend these to anyone building a project or hot
rodding a faithful guitar. This is an excellent product. Steve has thought of everything. Easy
installation and available options make this a win-win! Super easy installation, literally just a
plug in and play, and no alteration to the resistance readings on my pickups once installed. The
long output jack is a really nice thing to have as well. I put one of these in an older Les Paul, and
it is so good that I just bought another for a newer Les Paul I just bought. The pots and switch
are super high quality, and the whole thing installs very quickly with no soldering. Only one
small complaint and that is the size of the ground lug could be bigger to fit all of the ground
wires in that slot. I was going to do this mod the old school way by soldering the push pull pots
then I found this kit and you could pick what size caps you wanted on the neck and bridge tune
pots and my eyes are getting to old to solder those small pins. So this was a no brainer. And it
works amazing. I suggest they make the ground lug a little bigger if possible. I soldered them
and used heat shrink and made a single wire. This is a great set up. I will be buying another
soon. You save. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5
stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Will you need the
long shaft package? Would you like to add a treble bleed circuit to both volume controls? Do
you need longer wire assemblies for a guitar other than Gibson or Epiphone Les Pauls? Would
you like gold hardware? Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Jimmy
Page style guitar wiring harness installation This video will guide you through the installation
process for Quick view Choose Options. Spare part MSRP:. In the early s, Jimmy Page decided
to make his 59 Les Paul an even more versatile instrument and explore the full range of what the
two Humbuckers had to offer. Without wanting to damage his beloved guitar, Jimmy employed a

Master Electronics Technician. Now known, as the signature "Jimmy Page Wiring. If you have
ever surfed around the web looking at guitar mods, chances are you have seen this one, a lot.
So, why do so many people love this one? This answer is simple. It allows you to refine the
sound to resemble essentially any guitar you want. You can even create your custom sound.
Imagine having a blurred out picture of a guitar and the more you adjust the controls, the more
in focus that picture becomes. That's what Jimmy Page wanted. And, that's what you can have
with this unique and exceptional harness. Do you like our blogs? Like us on Facebook. Want to
see us make a guitar using Jimmy Page set up? Click Here. Want a chance to Win this Harness?
Explaining each control, one-at-a-time. What is Coil Cutting? The act of Coil Cutting consists of
c utting the pickups coils in half. Changing the pickups from being Humbucker to Single coil.
There are a few key things that happen when you cut the coil. First, you are kicking the
Humbucker to single coil which kills the "hum" canceling properties of a Humbucker. That
being said, both of those properties together allow for some cool abnormalities in tone. Have
you seen our Shop Build Series? Have a Question about this Control? When your pickups are "
in phase " it means the signals from your pickups are in sync with each other. The signals are
hitting the high and low frequencies at the exact same time. Lets say you have a three piece
band. And, in " The Signals " there's a drummer, and two guitarists. So lets imagine that " The
Signals " are playing a song and that those two guitarists are playing the same riff at the same
time. What you'd hear is the band playing in unison. You hear the band playing tight. That's "
The Signals " playing " In Phase ". When pickups are "out of phase" it simply means the signals
are out of sync. Signal A is at the high frequencies spot on the graph when signal B is at the
low. Now let's imagine " The Signals " are playing that same song. But, on this version, guitarist
A starts their strum with the high E string. That's " The Signals " playing " Out of Phase ". When
"In Phase " the pickups sound "normal" and well balanced. You hear the full spectrum of
sounds: basses, mids, and highs. When " Out of Phase " the guitar sounds edgy, almost like
only the strongest frequencies survive. The switch works by simply flipping the signals of the
pickups,in " Off " position, both of the pickup's leads are the same. The Bridge and Neck
pickups are using the positive signal leads first and grounding the negative. When in " On "
position, it flips the order. The Bridge uses the negative lead and grounds the positive , the
Neck pickup uses the positive lead and grounds the negative. What is parallel? When a
Humbucker is wired in "series" it means each coil is wired into the other one, giving you one big
coil with one big output. So now how this works in the harness. So now that we have the basic
understanding how it works with a single humbucker lets talk about how it works in this wiring.
When they are wired in Parallel they are separate. The Neck is the Neck, the Bridge is the
Bridge. What Series does to your sound. More is better. The more output, the more string
vibration your pickups can hear. So, it picks up more basses, more mids, and more everything.
Have a Question about this Control or did we word this wrong? There are over 21 different
options you can make with this harness, including one giant Humbucker, or even a output kill
option, when you use the parallel switch in bridge mode. Truly, with extensive experimentation
opportunities. It will give you a unique and amazing addition to your instrument collection.
Check out our very own Jimmy Page Style harness below, it comes ready to drop into your
Gibson with ease. We need your help! Did you like this Blog? Try another in our Tech Talk
Series. Or, if you are looking for something else. Try our Shop Build Series where we build
custom guitars to accent our products. Cart 0. Sign In My Account. Tech Talk Ep. The Famous
Jimmy Page Wiring. Why People Love This Harness. What That Means to Sound There are a few
key things that happen when you cut the coil. Phasing is best defined as the timing of the signal
coming from the pickups. That's " The Signals " playing " In Phase " When pickups are "out of
phase" it simply means the signals are out of sync. Simplified When "In Phase " the pickups
sound "normal" and well balanced. Neck Tone: Parallel - Series. The Differences. What Series
does to your sound More is better. Conclusion There are over 21 different options you can make
with this harness, including one giant Humbucker, or even a output kill option, when you use
the parallel switch in bridge mode. Want to hear what this kit actually sounds like? We take a lot
of time making these blogs. So make sure to hit that like button and share this blog. The more
likes these blogs get, the more we do them! Learn More about this harness. Find It Here. Want
to Win This Harness? Facebook 0 Twitter Reddit Tumblr 0 Likes. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This is a Jimmy Page
style setup that provides several new tonal configurations to help you dial in your tone. With 21
tonal variations, this upgraded wiring harness will give you and your Les Paul a library of tones
to choose from. This harness includes a Switchraft prewired 3-way toggle and is ready to rock.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and

start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 8
hrs and 59 mins Details. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Sigler
Music. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use
covered from day one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims
approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your
covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt
for easy returns. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Brand: D Custom. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Item Weight 7. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. So let me start off by saying I had a nightmare of
a time trying to figure out how to wire everything up because it came with the newer pots and
finding someone online that could show or tell me where to hook up the wires from my pickups.
I bought new pickups from guitar center and they gave me the vintage one wire 59 pickup for
the neck that is useless with this set up. First piece of advise to seller give some instructions
what the hell man. I should get something in return for my inconvenience for receiving bunk
pots. Gorgeous work on wiring which I appreciate, but faulty pot on treble pickup cuts out at
max volume and for some reason treble roll off is rather intense with volume below 8,
particularly on neck pickup. Treble pot worsened and cut out in the middle of a show. I
appreciate that. One person found this helpful. Great Price. Impeccably clean and organized. I
am extremely happy with this product. I was looking for a pre-wired set of components for my
Les Paul with Jimmy Page style coil-splitting and phase shifting push-pull controls. This was
exactly what I was looking for. I have some skill in soldering, but it was such a relief to take
away some of the complexity of wiring all of the switching components, and focus my efforts on
installing the components neatly and soldering the switch, the jack, and the leads from the
pickups. The hardware is top notch; great Bourne potentiometers and classic 'push-back' cloth
covered wiring that is true to the classic specs and works and looks great. The organization of
the wiring was extremely neat and tidy, something you would be happy to show off to others,
and the soldering points were very clean and neat. Even though D offers a wiring diagram, it did
not match the diagram I received with the pickups for coil-splitting; therefore it took a bit of
online searching to find a wiring diagram that showed me exactly how to hook up the leads from
my pickups into the system and get the results I was after. After some careful soldering
everything worked wonderfully and now I have an absolutely killer Les Paul with almost infinite
sound switchability. In the past, I have ordered the yngwie malmsteen loaded pickgurd for my
strat, which was excellent. High quality and costed just as much as the pickups by themselves.
This time, I wanted to upgrade my Gibson les Paul electronics. First off, the item came without
the advertised audio jack this was quickly rectified with an email to d seller. Today, I was
installing the item and discovered that the wires were poorly soldered. They ultimately came
undone and had to be fixed. For the price, I figured they would have done a better job. Had I
know the quality was this poor, I would have collected the parts and installed it myself. It has so
many different coil split. Combination along with humbucking positions. I scewid up because I
didn't know you could get the wiring harness and the pickups as a package deal so I had to pay
a few extra bucks. I know I'm no Jimmy Page but every once in a whie you here a familiar note.
If you are a Led Zeppilin or Jimmy Page enthusiast you'll surely get into it with a big smile. This
is an awesome wiring harness. It is exactly as shown on the Duncan Seymour Jimmy Page
wiring chart. Well made by skilled hands. Comes mounted to a temporary backing plate to
facilitate wiring the harness to the pickups, switch, etc. Perfect, no quality issues, and it sounds
amazing. Dramatically changed my guitar's sound - love it! See all reviews. Exclusive items
from our brands. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: guitar capacitor ,
guitar wiring. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology

Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. It's designed to
easily drop into your guitar to transform your tone. You simply solder in your pickups and a
body ground and you're good to go. Skip to main content. Consider these available items.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Custom
Shop Store. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous
page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. You can't beat this price for quality guitar electronics! I installed in an Epiphone SG
import so I had to enlarge the holes for the pots and even mill a bit out of the cavity to get the
threads to come through enough to attach the nuts. It was a bit unnerving at first to go at my
guitar with power tools, but I took my time and it all fits perfectly. It was worth the effort and
price. The description states the Orange drop caps are. The folks at Sigler Music were quick to
ship and Jimmy was responsive to a minor glitch I encountered. While the gentlemen at D have
mastered the art of wiring, the wiring diagram they've chosen to implement here is unlike any
Page wiring I've ever seen. Being a guitar tech for 12 years, I expected to grab the diagram, wire
in my pickups and begin playing. This was not the case as all I ended up with was a buzzing
neck pickup and no sound coming from my bridge. That being said, I ended up scrapping the
entire thing and rewiring the diagram according to the one found on guitarelectonics. All in all,
thanks for the parts boys, but I'll just stick to wiring my own guitars from now on. One person
found this helpful. While the wiring and soldering was great, it does not fit in a Gibson SG, the
pots are too tall to fit, no matter how I tried to remove nuts or whatever. I have had to ask for a
refund unfortunately
miller 14 pin connector wiring diagram
1999 ford ranger turn signal relay
mazda 6 radio wiring diagram
because I cannot use it. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: guitar wiring , sg guitars , sg guitar parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

